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TOPIC-Semi -Centrifugal clutch 
Semi Centrifugal Clutches used in high powered engines and racing car engines where clutch 
disengagements require appreciable and tiresome drivers effort. The power transmitted with 
partly by clutch springs and remaining by the centrifugal action of an extra weight provided in 
the system. 
 
The clutch springs transmit power at low engine speed and the centrifugal force transmit power 
at higher engine speed. 
 
Working of Semi Centrifugal Clutch 

● When the engine at low speed the spring keeps the clutch engaged to transmit power, 
the weighted levers do not have any pressure on the pressure plate. 

 
● When engine at high speed the weights fly off and levers exert pressure on the pressure 

plate which keeps the clutch firmly engaged to transmit high torque. 
 

● Thus instead of having more stiff springs for keeping the clutch engaged firmly at high 
speeds, they are less stiff because of centrifugal forces of weighted levers, so that the 
driver may not get any strain in operating the clutch. 

 
● when the engine speed decreases, the weights fall and the weighted levers do not exert 

any pressure on the pressure plate and only spring pressure is exerted on the pressure 
plate to keep the clutch engaged. 

 

 
 



Advantages 
● Clutch operation is very easy. 
● Less stiff clutch springs are used as they operate only at low engine speeds. 

Disadvantages 
● Springs have transmitted the torque at lower engine speeds only. 
● Centrifugal forces work only at higher engine speed to transmit torque. 

Applications 
● Semi Centrifugal Clutch is used in Vauxhall car (foreign) 

 
2.Topic - Hydraulic operation of single plate  

● Hydraulically operated clutch used in connector type pf automatic transmission .The 
clutch action is applied by hydraulic pressure , while it is released by the spring action. 

● It consists of 4 or 5 sets of clutch plates splined to the clutch hub driver by the input 
shaft.The plate attached to the drum are fitted alternately between the driving disc.To 
form an apply chamber between the hub and the drum back, a piston is fitted between 
the drum hub and inside of drum, From openings in the drum hub, the oil enter the apply 
chamber. When the clutch is released, the apply the pressure is cut off and the piston is 
pushed back by the release spring. 

● The movement of the piston, forces both sets of the plates into connect due to the oil 
pressure on the clutch, producing a drive. 

 

 
 


